ENTREPRENEURIAL INITIATIVES IN EDUCATION:
“Christmas Academy” - Czec republic

Christmas Academy

Data

Responsible: Blanka Slováčková
School: Stredni prumyslova skola Otrokovice
Grade: 1.A, 1.B, 3.E, 3.B, 2.A, MN 4.A, 4.A
Duration: 2 h

Briefing:
Students of SPŠ Otrokovice prepared a festive meeting in
the time of advent. During the program the representatives
of the students appeared before other classes with fun
activities and performances at the end of the calendar year.
Program preceded by collection of ideas, followed by
preparation of performance structures, training together with
the teacher who coordinated the event. Preparations took
place from the end of September. At the beginning the
recruitment of the active participants was held. The students
were informed via our school radio, bulletin boards, they
were asked to supply their own ideas, thoughts, impulses.
The team made two versions of the performances with the
help of the project coordinator, the students added
accompanying
commentary,
planned
team
roles,
responsibilities and tasks. The training took place gradually
in small groups, and one big dress rehearsal for all
performers was realized in December. The Christmas
Academy took place on Friday the sixteenth of December in
the auditorium of the Otrokovice Beseda with the
participation of school staff and guests (representatives of
companies with whom SPŠ Otrokovice cooperates.)
Entrepreneurial competences:
 Communication, presentation skills, proactivity,
initiative, planning, creativity, optimism, diligence,
goal orientation, responsibility, time management,
teamwork
Key words:


Development

Enterprise,
creativity,
out-of-school
volunteering, fun, internal communication

activity,

Aims:
 Get to know real, professional and personal qualities
of the students by organizing school-wide events
 Independently solve ordinary working situation
 Ability to search for information (information
gathering)
 Proposing ways and possible solutions
 Gain knowledge and skills in teamwork
 Learning to communicate effectively with superiors
(in this case with the school management)
 Learning how to properly communicate with
business partners (room rental, sound, filming etc.)
 ExpIoit ICT resources - invitations, banners,
presentations, videos
 Learning how to present the results of their work to
the public

Development:
The preparation involved a total of 24 members of the
preparatory team who trained and showed a total of 13
performances interspersed with videorecords from the
students.
The performance was tuned in the television Štěrkáč. The
moderators welcomed the participants to the special
Christmas new school television broadcast
and
congratulated them, that they are witnessing of the first
broadcast ever.
A series of performances, sketches:
Hana Přasličková and her light show
Forecast of tree-frog Tereza Krajíčková
Roma song by Dominik Gábor
Advertising recorded by members of MN 41 class
Piano performance of Stanislav Hrbáček
Musically comic scene of third-year students Septima
Yamaha
Preparing for graduation in class 4A
Dominik Gábor’s jazz song
Otrokovice aeropagus, philosophical debate of Ježkos
Švirákos and Pavlos Kovários
Spartakiad song Poupata
Rose Garden Surgery - episode of the series
The song from the movie Titanic performed by violinists
from 1.A.
Black and white performance
Chemists in action
Tips and tricks by Laděnka Hrušková, special Christmas
menu
Pat a Mat and Christmas tree
Whirl of lights
Ending song by Dominik Gábor

Assesment:
Assessment took place during the preparation and the
training of the individual program activities. Immediately
after the event and back in January. There was a projection
of a video of the event and evaluation, we would like to take
advantage of the for next Christmas academy.

Feelings:




Proceed to the entire project strictly from the
perspective of management so that students
realize their individual stages: planning,
organizing, managing, monitoring and motivation
Put more emphasis on teamwork and awareness
of the role of each member of the team



Encourage all classes in the school from the
position of leadership so that they can more
participate in the next year academy.

